Mistubishi
Electric
EcoCore AP42
Heat Pump /
Air
Conditioner
For the correct sizing of heat pumps and an installation
quote please contact your local Harvey Norman store
The EcoCore AP42 sets a new standard in super
energy efficient heating and cooling. With Dual Barrier
Coating that prevents dust and dirt build-up on the inner
surface, the EcoCore AP42 stays clean year-round;
maximising efficiency and home comfort. Whisper Quiet
Starting from barely a whisper, the EcoCore AP Series
ensures you only feel the warmth, not hear it!
Furthermore, the addition of Night Mode means the
outdoor operating noise level drops by a further 3dBA –
for the perfect night’s sleep. Dual Barrier Coating The
patented and world’s first Dual Barrier Coating from
Mitsubishi Electric prevents dust and dirt from
accumulating on the inner surface of the indoor unit;
keeping your heat pump clean year-round. Keeping key
internal components like the heat exchanger, fan and
internal duct clean is important for both home comfort
and efficiency. Not only does dust and dirt build-up
typically create unpleasant odours, it also forces a heat
pump to work harder, which can result in significantly
impaired energy efficiency. Dual Barrier Coating
prevents dust and oil build-up on the interior of the heat
pump for the ultimate in peace of mind, ease and
comfort. Next Generation R32 EcoCore Technology
R32 is a refrigerant with just one-third the global
warming potential of R410A and has zero ozone

depletion potential. R32 offers increased energy
efficiency, and is said to be the next generation of
refrigerants Built-In Wi-Fi Control For the ultimate in
aesthetics and heat pump control no matter where you
are, the Black Diamond LN Series comes equipped with
a Wi-Fi Interface inside a hidden pocket in the indoor
unit. Night Mode For the perfect night’s sleep; dimming
the operation indicator light, disabling any beeping from
the unit, and lowering the outdoor operating noise level
by 3dBA. Horizontal Airflow The EcoCore AP Series
eliminates uncomfortable draughts with horizontal
airflow in cooling mode, by first spreading airflow evenly
across the ceiling. Washable Air Purifying Filter The
EcoCore AP Series is equipped with an Air Purifying
Filter. This washable filter traps particles such as dust,
pollen and other airborne contaminants, generating
stable antibacterial and deodorising effects. The size of
the three-dimensional surface has been increased from
previous models, enlarging the filter capture area.
These features give the Air Purifying Filter better dust
collection performance than conventional filters.

Features
All Product Details

Brand
Product Type
Model
Colour

Mitsubishi
Heat Pump/Air Conditioner
MSZ-AP42VGKD
White

Heat Pump/Air Conditioner Features

Heating Capacity

5.4kW

Cooling Capacity

4.2kW

Energy

Energy
Star
Dimensions

Cooling 2.5 - Heating 3

Height

550mm

Width
Depth

800mm
219mm

Product
Weight

10.5Kg

Warranty

Manufacturers

60 Months
www.harveynorman.co.nz

